The more he gives up, the
further Militant Man gets
in "the scene"
Hmm no meat,
no sexism, no
money, no
talking loud, no
power, no
racism, no fun,
no no...

He thinks fighting exploitation means
giving up desires!

But Militant man is still
stung by the misery of
everyday life.

Everyone can feel a militant is only more alienated when he
is loudly professing his surrender of all of his "priviledge."

I must give up my
intelligence! My male
rational-centricity! I must
use GUILT to make
myself lose more!

Attacking my former
militant friends who for
things they didn't say or do
is good! It shows I've given
EVERYTHING for the
cause. I have finally let go
of my male, rationalcentered,
thinking

What is a militant? What is the left? Leftists altogether could be defined as the international association
of specialists in oppression. From racism to sexism to agism to class-oppression to lookism to homophobia
and so-forth, leftists study, quantity and aspire to own each different sort of oppression. A racial nationalist
who presents him or herself as the only authority on the feelings, ideas and aspirations of black or hispanic
people is one classic example of a leftist. A feminist academic who presents her or himself as the only
authority on the feelings, ideas or aspirations of women also a classic leftist.
As specialists in oppression, leftists act by noticing, intensifying and managing feelings of
powerlessness. From welfare workers, to unionistst to national liberation armies, leftists seek to establish
themselves as the sole representative of one or another type of oppression. They then sell their control of
this oppression to the highest bidder. Professed feminists work in the child-protection -service agencies
which terrorize poor families by stealing their children.
The leftist militant gets their need for constant action from their cultivation of guilt. This need for action
and cultivation of guilt soon over-whelms any consciousness of a larger purpose for their action. Soon, the
domination of leftism, of guilt politics, becomes more important than any positive outcome of their activity.
Since the leftist specializes in particular oppressions, their main tactic is spreading an awareness of the
feelings of oppression. From Christian twelve step programs to Maoist “Criticism self-criticism sessions,”
leftists cultivate a feeling of powerlessness to increase their influence. Because of this, the leftist work to
increase dishonesty, fear and irrationalism. Secret or controlled meetings, and a controlled and stilted
language are a natural way for leftists to impose they ideology. The gulags of Soviet “communism” are a
good model of a fully developed leftism.
For the abolition of capitalism, militantism and moralism.
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All glory to
oppression. Be as
ignorant and
irrational as possible.

